Add a distinctive edge to your QASHQAI with an elegant pack of chrome finishers. Opt for matching door sills, a rear glass finisher and 19" alloy wheels to complete your look.

**DESIGN PACK**

**BE DISTINCTIVE**

Add a distinctive edge to your QASHQAI with an elegant pack of chrome finishers. Opt for matching door sills, a rear glass finisher and 19" alloy wheels to complete your look.

**DESIGN PACK**

**REAR GLASS FINISHER**

**CHROME**

**SIDE DOOR SILLS**

**CHROME**

**19" WIND CHROME**

**DIAMOND CUT DARK GREY**

**REAR BUMPER ACCENT**

**CHROME**

**REAR BUMPER FINISHER**

**CHROME**

**FRONT LIP FINISHER**

**CHROME**

**DESIGN PACK AVAILABLE IN CHROME OR GLOSSY BLACK**
DESIGN PACK

BE DISTINCTIVE: REVEAL YOUR DARK SIDE
Express your unique style and spirit with a Design Pack in Black. Opt for matching mirror caps, black wheels and a pair of premium Focal power speakers. Now hang up your tie hit the road.
Show your sense of style with a crossover pack consisting of silver styling plates, matching silver roof rails and mirror caps. Add a luxury set of floor mats to complete your journey with finesse.

BE DISTINCTIVE: STAND OUT IN STYLE

CROSSOVER PACK

1 - PREMIUM BADGE
2 - VELOUR MATS
3 - LUXURY TEXTILE MATS
4 - BLACK RUBBER MATS
BE DISTINCTIVE: BUILD YOUR PRESENCE
Highlight your definitive urban flair with the crossover pack in black with 19" IBISCUS alloys to match. Add anti-scratch bumper protection film illuminated side bars, a side step and a roof box for a QASHQAI to empower your presence.

1 - SIDE STEP
2 - FRONT BUMPER ANTI-SCRATCH PROTECTION FILM
3 - REAR BUMPER ANTI-SCRATCH PROTECTION FILM
4 - SIDE BARS, ILLUMINATED

CROSSOVER PACK
FRONT STYLING PLATE, GLOSSY BLACK
19" IBISCUS GLOSSY BLACK
CROSSOVER PACK
REAR STYLING PLATE, GLOSSY BLACK
CROSSOVER PACK
SIDE BARS
WHEELS

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES

There's nothing like a new set of wheels to stand out from the crowd. Fall for the exceptional bi-coloured 19" IBISCUS design in striking black and white or choose another style that's distinctively you.

SNOWFLAKE
1- 17" GLOSSY BLACK
2- 17" DIAMOND CUT DARK GREY
3- 17" SILVER

LAZER
4- 17" SILVER

IBISCUS
5- 19" DIAMOND CUT PEARL WHITE
6- 19" SILVER
7- 19" BI-COLOURED BLACK AND WHITE
8- 19" DIAMOND CUT DARK GREY
9- 19" GLOSSY BLACK

WIND
10- 19" GLOSSY BLACK
11- 19" DIAMOND CUT DARK GREY
12- 19" SILVER

13- BODY SIDE MOULDINGS, PEARL WHITE
14- REAR BUMPER ACCENTS, PEARL WHITE
TRUNK KIT

Fuel your passion with dedicated nets and dividers to keep control of your cargo and customized mats and liners to protect your trunk. Protect your trunk from dirt and scuffs with a trunk mat and entry guards.

1 - TRUNK MAT AND TRUNK ENTRY GUARD, ALUMINIUM
2 - SOFT TRUNKLINER AND BUMPER UPPER PROTECTION
3 - TRUNK NET, HORIZONTAL
4 - CARGO ORGANIZER
BE PASSIONATE: LIVE FOR THE NIGHT
When the sun goes down, bring your QASHQAI alive with dedicated lighting for the interior and exterior. More bright with the new attractive.

LIGHTING

1 - ENTRY GUARDS ILLUMINATED, BLACK
2 - ENTRY GUARDS ILLUMINATED, ALUMINIUM
3 - WELCOME LIGHTING
4 - AMBIENT LIGHTING
1 - MAGICMOUNT (DASH/ WINDOW MOUNT)*
2 - MAGICMOUNT (VENT MOUNT)*
3 - DUAL FUNCTION MAGICMOUNT (DASH/ VENT MOUNT)*
4 - MAGICMOUNT (DASH MOUNT)*
5 - DASHMOUNT UNIVERSAL (WINDOW / DASH MOUNT)*
6 - DOUBLE USB

*The identified accessories are carefully selected third party supplier mounts, don’t come with Nissan warranty, details available at your dealer.
COMFORT
NEAT & CHIC

Deck out your Qashqai with all the comforts of home. Choose from an endless list of smart, practical Nissan Genuine Accessories to transform your vehicle into true family-friendly territory.

1 - SUNBLINDS REAR
2 - DOG GUARD
3 - KID’S TABLE
4 - CHILD SEAT
5 - COOL BOX
6 - NET STORAGE
BE INNOVATIVE: TAKE IT ALL
Wherever you are, wherever you’re going: be prepared with a fixed towbar and ski/snowboard or bike carriers for all the family. Nissan’s got it all.

1 - FIXED TOWBAR
2 - BIKE CARRIER, LUXURY
3 - SKI/SNOWBOARD CARRIER SLIDABLE 6 PAIRS
   (ALSO AVAILABLE FOR 2 & 4 PAIRS)
4 - CROSS BARS FOR ROOF RAILING
5 - ROOF BOX, LARGE
   (ALSO AVAILABLE IN SMALL, MEDIUM AND RANGE)

BODY SIDE MOULDINGS,
PEARL WHITE

REAR BUMPER ACCENTS,
PEARL WHITE

BIKE CARRIER FOLDABLE
(AVAILABLE FOR 2 OR 3 BIKES)

19° DIAMOND CUT PEARL WHITE
HAVE IT ALL

Live and Breathe the Nissan Qashqai spirit. Our smart merchandise products are available to keep you cool, equipped and in control. Ask your dealer for the full range of Nissan Qashqai Merchandise.

STYLE

1. HYDRATION TRACKING BOTTLE
2. LUGGAGE TAGS
3. KEYRINGS
4. CHARGING CABLE
5. PREMIUM PEN
6. STANDARD PENS
7. WATERPROOF BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
8. ANTI-THEFT BACKPACK & BRIEFCASE
9. WIRELESS CHARGING NOTE BOOK
10. MEN & WOMEN T-SHIRT
11. MEN & WOMEN HOODY
12. WATER BOTTLE

Additional merchandise products are available, please refer to your dealer.
## ADD NISSAN GENUINE ACCESSORIES

### CHROME
- **DESIGN PACK (front & rear bumper finishers)**: KE600-HV019CH
- **CROSSOVER PACK (front & rear styling plates)**: KE600-HV020PS
- **Side Door Sills**: KE600-4E500
- **Rear glass finisher**: KE791-4E55C
- **Front Bumper Finisher**: KE791-HV59C
- **Rear Bumper Finisher**: KE791-HV59N
- **Mirror caps**: KE960-4E500

### PEARL WHITE
- **Rear styling plate**: KE791-HV015
- **Rear styling plate**: KE791-HV05D
- **Rear styling plate**: KE791-HV05S
- **Rear styling plate**: KE791-HV10G
- **Rear styling plate**: KE791-HV10S
- **Rear styling plate**: KE791-HV10G
- **Trunk lower finisher**: KE791-4E52C
- **Rear bumper accents**: KE791-HV08A
- **Rear bumper accents**: KE791-HV08B
- **Rear Bumper Finisher**: KE791-HV59N
- **Rear Bumper Finisher**: KE791-HV59N
- **Trunk Mat**: KE840-4E000
- **Aluminium (compatible with OE mudguards)**: KE543-HV560

### BLACK
- **Rear glass finisher**: KE791-HV57N
- **Front Bumper Finisher**: KE610-HV03N
- **Rear Bumper Finisher**: KE791-HV59N
- **Mirror caps, Glossy Black**: KE960-HV00N
- **Metallic black**: KE960-4E5BZ
- **Rear styling plate**: KE791-HV10G
- **Rear styling plate**: KE791-HV10G
- **Rear styling plate**: KE791-HV08A
- **Bumper Upper Protection**: KE620-HV000
- **Cargo organizer**: KE965-4E0H0
- **Cargo organizer**: KE965-4E0H0
- **Entry guard**: KE967-4E531
- **Dog guard**: KE964-4E000
- **Lockable wheel nuts**: KE409-89946
- **Temporary spare wheel kit**: KE410-4E120

### ALLOY WHEELS
- **17" OE alloy wheel**: D0300-HV01A
- **18" OE alloy wheel**: D0300-HV03A
- **19" OE alloy wheel**: D0300-HV05A
- **LAZER alloy wheel**: KE409-4E250
- **LAZER alloy wheel**: KE409-4E250
- **LAZER alloy wheel**: KE409-4E250
- **LAZER alloy wheel**: KE409-4E250
- **17" Silver**: KE409-4E200
- **17" Black**: KE409-4E200BZ
- **17" Diamond Cut Dark Grey**: KE409-4E200DS
- **19" Black**: KE409-4E400BZ
- **19" Diamond Cut Dark Grey**: KE409-4E400DS
- **19" Black**: KE409-4E400BZ
- **19" DC Pearl white**: KE409-4E400WP
- **19" DC Pearl white**: KE409-4E400WP
- **19" bicolored**: KE409-4E400BZ

### TRUNK
- **Trunk Storage Net**: KE966-4E000
- **Dog guard**: KE964-4E000
- **Trunkliner**: KE965-4E0S0
- **Trunkliner**: KE965-4E0S5
- **Cargo organizer**: KE965-4E0H0
- **Cargo organizer**: KE965-4E0H0
- **Entry guard**: KE967-4E531
- **Trunk Mat**: KE840-4E000
- **Lockable wheel nuts**: KE409-89946
- **Temporary spare wheel kit**: KE410-4E120
ADD NISSAN GENUINE ACCESSORIES

**MATS**
- Luxury KE755-HV081
- For Bose option KE755-HV082
- Velour KE755-HV001
- Rubber KE758-4E289
- Entry guards illuminated aluminium KE757-HV540
- Entry guards black KE757-HV541
- Ambient lighting KE630-HV51A
- Welcome lighting KE630-4E00101

**LIGHTING**
- Rubber KE758-4E289
- For Bose option KE758-HV289
- Seat back light KE640-4E112
- Ambient lighting KE630-HV51A
- Welcome lighting KE630-4E00101

**SPORT TOUCH**
- KE515-09906
- KE515-09903

**PARKING SYSTEM**
- KE505-4E213
- KE505-HV510
- KE505-HV500

**INTERIOR UTILITIES**
- Ashtray F8800-89926
- KE295-4E00101
- Focal Music Premium KE280-4E12B
- KE280-4E11A
- KE280-4E100

**EXTERIOR PROTECTION**
- Bodyside mouldings Paintable KE760-4E52H
- KE760-4E52Q
- KE760-4E52G
- KE760-4E52B
- KE760-4E52P

**INTERIOR UTILITIES**
- KE930-00130
- KE930-00022
- KE930-00023
- KE930-00024

**LOADCARRIERS**
- Roof box KE734-380BK
- KE734-480BK
- KE734-630BK
- KE734-RAN90

**TOWBARS AND ACCESSORIES**
- Bike carrier STEEL KE738-00100
- LUXURY KE738-80010
- T-track adaptor KE737-99933

**SAFETY PACKS / FIRST AID KIT**
- Accessories and any additional equipment customer may fit after sale can have an impact on the CO2 emission and fuel consumption of the car. Nissan Genuine Accessories: if a wash or topped up fuel is necessary due to Nissan dealer not topping up to specification plus 10 months fit by dealer or 12 months fit by Nissan dealers. Additional accessories: if a wash or topped up fuel is necessary due to Nissan dealer not topping up to specification plus 12 months fit by dealer or 18 months fit by Nissan dealer. (Parts only: unlimited mileage).

**PRINT | CLOSE**
Nissan Extended Warranty

Nissan Extended Warranty allows you to benefit from your QASHQAI warranty for a longer period or mileage.

The range of available contracts will enable you to select the one that best suits your needs.

In case of a repair, only Nissan genuine parts will be used and fitted by Nissan trained technicians.

Nissan Extended Warranty brings peace of mind to you and any owner of the vehicle after you, as it can be transferred to another customer within the UK or if you sell the vehicle privately.

Your Nissan Extended Warranty also includes complementary Nissan Roadside Assistance for the duration of your policy, giving you pan-European coverage 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

NISSAN SERVICE PLANS

Give your Nissan Qashqai the care it deserves with a Nissan Service Plan and save money in the long run.

Our Service Plans cover all the standard servicing requirements for your Qashqai and give you the option to fix your costs for up to 5 years.

Your Service Plan covers all the checks and replacements required by your Nissan's individual service schedule.

You will also benefit from the use of Genuine Nissan Parts fitted by our trained technicians.

visit our website at: www.nissan.co.uk/QASHQAI

Follow Nissan QASHQAI on:

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press (September 2018). This brochure has been produced featuring prototype vehicles exhibited at motor shows. In accordance with the company’s policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan Europe reserves the right to change at any time the specifications and the vehicles described and shown in this publication. Nissan dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. Because of the limitations of the printing processes used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure without the written permission of Nissan Europe is forbidden.
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